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In its recent polemic against the Law of 

the Sea, Business International flatly 

spelled out aspects of the treaty most odi

ous to corporate capital. The treaty, it ar

gues, "will introduce dangerous concepts 

that could be used in future MNC contract 

negotiations with LDC governments". 

These perilous precedents, in its view, are: 

"global revenue sharing under the 

guise of the 'common heritage of 

mankind' will be institutionalized; 

the ice will be broken on manda
tory technology transfer; and for 

the first time the United Nations 

will set up a transnational company 

to compete with private firms". 

These are the central arguments that are 

being advanced by transnational lobbyists 

in their quest to mould the treaty to meet 

the demands of corporate power and prof

it. What is shrouded in these deliberations 

is the awesome gap in economic and polit

ical power between TNCs involved in the 

seabed and developing countries whose 

interests the treaty purports to advance. 

What is no less obscured is that the treaty 
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differs from other forms of international 

economic co-operation such as UNCT AD's 

Common Fund and Integrated Programme 

for Commodities (IPC) inasmuch as it is 

the first international agreement that is 

designed to alter property relations. This 

explains why coordinated lobbying of an 

intensive nature is underway by the cor

porate giants. The analysis which follows 

highlights the major corporate actors and 

the strategies they deploy to maximize 

their gains from the seabed to the detri
ment of developing countries, notwith

standing an ostensibly comprehensive 

treaty. It concludes with treaty develop

ments since the advent of the Reagan ad

ministration. 

The assault 

While arduous negotiations were being car

ried on, around two dozen Western and 

Japanese corporations, with combined 

1979 sales of over 244 GUSD, have been 

preparing massive mineral assaults on the 

ocean bed. This anticipated El Dorado is 

to be found in potato-sized nodules ( of 
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which there are between 900 and 1,700 

billion metric tons) with an estimated cur

rent market value exceeding 3 TUSD. 

This is a potential bonanza, ten times 

OPEC's combined export revenues (300 

GUSD) for 1980. 

Since 1873, oceanographers have 

known that significant segments of the 

ocean bed are strewn with potato-sized 

nodules that contain large quantities of 

important minerals. A typical nodule con

tains about 28 per cent manganese, 1.4 

per cent nickel, 1.2 per cent copper, 0.25 

per cent cobalt, 0.5 per cent molybden

um, as well as approximately 25 trace 

metals. Tests of the Glomar Explorer, a 

specially designed ship used by Lockheed 

to test their nodule collection technology, 

suggest that billions of tons of nodules lie 

under 3,600--4,500 metres of water in 

more than 300 prime mining sites in the 

Pacific Ocean. They are located in a rec

tangular area between Mexico and Hawaii 

roughly 19,300 kms long and 6,400 kms 

wide. Present nodule forecasts could well 

be an underestimate since less than 5 per 

cent of the ocean floor has been thorough

ly surveyed. 

It was not, however, until the 1960s 

that technology to collect the nodules 

and extract their minerals was created. 

Cognisance of this raw materials resource 

galvanised two separate forces, one cor

porate and the other inter-governmental. 

By the inception of the 1970s, a consider

able number of giant transnational corpo

rations formed five separate corporate 

consortia to pioneer maritime and mining 

technology to exploit these nodules. Si

multaneously, the United Nations launch

ed negotiations for setting up a compre

hensive treaty which would govern all ac

tivities over, on, and under the world's 

oceans. 

Although a legal agreement may 1m

tially decelerate the tempo of corporate 

earnings from the sea, it is unlikely to im

pair their global operations significantly 

in the longer-term. To be sure, the Law of 

the Sea should be understood as develop-
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ing country accommodation with, and 

subordination to, corporate power which 

continues to dominate the financial and 

engineering facets of the global minerals 

industry. Of seminal significance is that 

the treaty makes no inroads on the most 

lucrative profit centres in corporate min

ing: processing and highly complex mar

keting and distribution operations. 

Corporate consortia 

At present, developing countries are the 

source of most exports of the five basic 

minerals that comprise the nodules: cop

per, cobalt, nickel, manganese and molyb

denum; at the same time, they are negligi

ble mineral consumers. Seen in corporate 

perspectives, the protagonists of the sea

bed display a staggering variety of sector

al and technical expertise, ranging from 

the Japanese Sogo Shoshas (General Trad

ing Companies), petrogiants, mining and 

chemical giants and aerospace corpora

tions. Closer scrutiny reveals that most 

are transnational conglomerates, originat

ing in eight nations: Belgium, Canada, the 

FRG, France, Italy, Japan, the United 

Kingdom and the United States. (see Ta

ble 1). 
The 1973 oil crisis precipitated new 

forms of corporate alliances, in this case 

seabed consortia heavily underwritten by 

the state apparatus in countries with ex

iguous mineral endowments, as France, 

the FRG and Japan. Essentially, this 

sprang from a fear that OPEC-like cartels 

would be contagious in mineral sectors 

and that political instability in underde

veloped mineral economies might jeop

ardize supplies. In that sense, the seabed 

became an idealized resource base, freed 

from the nightmares of national expropri

ation. Since their spawning, the consortia 

have poured a conservatively estimated 

265 MUSD into research and develop

ment of new seabed mining anu process

ing technology. 

The dimensions of corporate power 

can best be studied through the prism of 

selected corporate actors. British Petrol

eum (BP), a member of the Kennecott 

consortium, is the second largest Europe

an corporation and one of the seven pe

troleum sisters. It brings to seabed mining 

the newly acquired expertise of one of 

the world's biggest mining and mineral 

companies, Selection Trust, appropriated 

(1980) in the largest corporate acquisi

tion (1 GUSD) in UK history. Selection 

Trust, itself, has equity shares in Zambian 

copper mining; nickel mining in Australia; 

copper, zinc and silver mining in both Au

stralia and Canada; as well as gold and 

diamond mines in other parts of the plan

et. Shell and AMOCO also own copper 

mines in several devel_oping countries and 

together these three petrogiants control 

16 per cent of the world's refined copper 

and market most of it through their own 

trading subsidiaries. 

By the mid-seven ties, three corpora

tions controlled more than three-fifths of 

nickel capacity outside the USSR. Two of 

these three, Inca (formerly International 

Nickel Company of Canada) and Le 

Nickel belong to seabed consortia. 

Another leading company is Union 

Miniere, the colonizer of the Congo and 

still a paramount power in Zaire's econo

my. It is the major subsidiary of the Soci

tHe Generale de Belgique Group, whose 

network permeates the entire Belgian 

economy: banking and insurance, shipp

ing and engineering, a wide range of man

ufacturing and service sectors, transporta

tion and global marketing etc. Both Union 

Miniere and its multi-billion dollar parent 

corporation rank among the most secre

tive mining and industrial companies in 

the world and, despite a fat and glossy an

nual report, are wholly non-accountable. 
Indeed, the annual report is designed to 

obfuscate their global operations. Accord

ing to one source Union Miniere's owner

ship in just one subsidiary (Metallurgie 

Hoboken-Overpelt) conferred on it 4 per 

cent of developed market economies cop

per refining capacity in 1978. 

Sedco, a US member in Inco's consor-
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sembly to support the idea that a treaty 

be drawn up specifying that ocean re
sources beyond national jurisdiction be 
considered "the common heritage of man

kind". Ostensibly, the treaty as presently 

constructed stipulated that mining corpo
rations submit applications for exploiting 

specific segments of the ocean bed to a 
36 member Authority. Upon approval, 

the corporation is expected to pay taxes 
on its earnings to this Authority. Other 
corporations are required to provide the 
Authority with mining technology at mar
ket prices. To this end, developed market 
countries have agreed to lend the Author-

ity I GUSD to finance mining operations. 
Notwithstanding the now familiar cor

porate lamentation that passage of the 
treaty will diminish all incentives for min
ing the seabed (which in many cases is 

now being used as a public relations pres
sure ploy), there should be no illusions 
that the realm for corporate aggrandize
ment will be appreciably diminished. Even 
if the treaty is consummated, a panoply 
of corporate loopholes remain. Exclusive

ly, the treaty is concerned with produc
tion, leaving untouched the vast area of 
corporate control over processing, mar
keting and distribution. Nationalization 

of mining in Zaire, it may be recalled, 
while on a formal level assuaging national

ist sentiment, did not jeopardize the ma
jor profit centres of corporate mining 

capital. Precisely the same Union Mini�re, 
now actively involved in one of the con
sortia, continues to dominate Zaire's 

more lucrative mineral processing, mar
keting and distribution, long after the for

mal transfer of their mines to the Kinsha

sa administration. And it is questionable 

if the Zairean authorities have any know
ledge whatsoever - save at a perfectly ru

dimentary level - of their operations. 
One of the most contentious issues in 

Land-based mining of major sea-bed minerals, 1978 

World reserves 

per cent of 
By area total 

Manganese DMEs 52 

of which 

South Africa 43 
Australia 9 

DEs 9 
of which 

Gabon 5 

Brazil 2 

CPEs 39 

of which 
USSR 38 

Nickel DMEs 32 

of which 

Canada 14 

Australia 9 

DEs 53 

of which 
New Caledonia 25 

Indonesia 8 

CPEs 15 

of which 

USSR 10 

14 

World out-put 

per cent of 
By area total 

DMEs 32 
of which 

South Africa 24 
Australia 8 

DEs 29 
of which 

Gabon 11 
India 7 

CPEs 39 
of which 

USSR 34 

DMEs 48 
of which 

Canada 30 

Australia 11 
DEs 27 
of which 

New Caledonia 15 
CPEs 25 
of which 

USSR 17 
Cuba 5 

23 
8 

End-uses 

per cent of 
Industry total in USD 

Transport 
Construction 
Machinery 

Other 

Transport 
Chemical 
Electronics 

Constructior 

Fabricated 
metal prod. 
Other 

20 
16 

12 
52 

23 
15 
13 

9 

9 
31 
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international discussions is the possible 

economic impact of deep-sea mining on 

land-based production. It is feared that 

the additional metals recovered from the 

nodules may substantially reduce metal 

prices and revenues for land-based produc

ers. The following table gives an insight 

into the potentially devastating impact 

seabed mining could impart to certain 

land-based producers, notably in nickel 
and cobalt. 

It ought not to be imagined that the 
potentially adverse impact will be wrought 

equally or simultaneously on all produc

ers. Rather, it would appear that coun-

World reserves 

tries like South Africa, Zaire, Zambia, 

Canada and the USSR have the most to 

lose. From a corporate perspective, it is 

the mega-mining corporations, such as BP 

and Rio Tinto-Zinc, deeply entrenched in 

both the land and sea, which have the 

most to gain. 

Who are the gainers? 

While the Law of the Sea treaty has been 

considered a step forward in international 

economic cooperation, its architects are 

seemingly ignorant of, or oblivious to, the 

nature of multi-commodity traders which 

World out-put 

now dominate global marketing of miner

als, as well as most other commodities. 1 

Like most policy makers, they fall victim 
to a competitive and hence idealized vi

sion of international trade which runs 
counter to the institutional changes in the 
international economy over the last 

10-15 years. At least one of the treaty's

architects, Mr. Christopher Pinto (Sri

Lanka), partially grasped this reality in

his contention that developing nations

are "heirs now to a fortune that they

lac the means to claim". 2 

Juxtaposed to the evolution of these 
mega-corporations, there has been a paral-

End-uses 

per cent of per cent of per cent of 
By area total By area total Industry total in USO 

Cobalt DMEs 7 DMEs 22 Aircraft 30 

of which of which Electronics 25 

Australia 3 Australia 10 Machinery 15 

DEs 72 Canada 5 Paints 10 

of which DEs 63 Chemicals 10 

Zaire 30 of which Ceramics 

New Caledonia 18 Zaire 32 and glass 5 

Philippines 13 Zambia 7 Others 5 

Zambia 8 Morocco 5 
CPEs 21 CPEs 15 

Copper DMEs 30 DMEs 37 Electronics 58 
of which of which Construction 19 

USA 20 USA 17 Industrial 
DEs 58 Canada 9 machinery 9 
of which DEs 41 Transport 8 

Chile 20 of which Other 6 
Zambia 7 Chile 13 
Peru 6 Zambia 8 

CPEs 12 CPEs 22 
of which of which 

USSR 7 USSR 14 

Source: 
Adapted from data in Phillip Crowson, Non Fuel Minerals Data Base (London: Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1980). 
Note: DME refers to developed market economies; DEs to developing economies and CPEs to centrally planned economies. 
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lel transfonnation in the mining and mar
keting structures of certain developing 
countries. During the 1970s, countries 
such as Peru and Chile began marketing 
some of their raw and processed minerals 
through state corporations. The fatal flaw 
of these national state corporations is 
that they are limited to the sale of their 
own minerals and metals. In contrast, the 
seabed is international and thus all mar
keting benefits must inevitably accrue to 
transnational corporate capital. This leads 
to a paradoxical and tragic reality: the 
very treaty which is ostensibly blueprint
ed to enhance so-called "third world" sov
ereignty over the "common heritage of 
mankind", therefore legitimizes and but
tresses corporate power whose goals stand 
in blatant confrontation to such sover
eignty. 

The altered configuration 

The overall legal scaffolding of the treaty 
had been erected by February 1981, with 
only a number of details left to be ironed 
out. A few days prior to what was billed 
as its final and decisive session, the Reag
an administration dropped the bombshell 
that no treaty could be considered prior 
to a major review. What remains to be ex
amined are the convergent and divergent 

Table 2 

Comparison of reserves from land 
mines and nodules (million tonnes 
metal content) 

Potential 

Land-based nodule 

reserves reserves 

Nickel 54 290 
Copper 498 240 
Cobalt 1,5 60 
Manganese 5 440 1 6 000 

Source: United Nations, Department of 
International Economic and So
cial Affairs, 1 980. 

1 Gross weight. 
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interests which stem from the Reagan ad
ministration shift, and to analyze the gain
ers and losers of that shift. For analytical 
purposes, these interests can be grouped 
into three major categories: those directly 
concerned with the immediate passage of 
the treaty; those in quest of the treaty's 
revision; and those seeking its elimination. 

The protagonists 

The protagonists of immediate passage 
consists largely of developing countries 
and specific interests within the state and 
corporate world, specifically navies and 
oil corporations. For developing country 

elites, whose interests are often dovetailed 
to those of large corporations, their drive 
for immediate passage derives from their 
desire for the slightly larger slice of the 
seabed pie that the treaty confers on 
them. The Singapore spokesman of the 
Group of 77 went so far as to assert that 
"if the U S does not respond positively 
between now and the proposed next ses
sion, the chances are we will go ahead and 
sign the treaty without the U S" 4

• This 
statement is part of the bargaining rhetor
ic since a treaty minus the United States 
is basically impotent. 

In the developed countries some of the 
major protagonists are to be found among 
the military, in this case the navy, which 
would obtain from the treaty guaranteed 
access to the world's 116 major straits. 
There are also certain important decision 
makers in the civilian bureaucracy who 
have stressed the importance of imme
diate passage. According to Mr. Elliott 
Richardson, Mr. Carter's special represent
ative for the Law of the Sea conference: 

"the draft convention represents 
neither a loss for the United States 
nor a victory for the Group of 77. 
Rather, it embodies balanced and, 
I believe, acceptable compromises 
that emerged from tough and pro
tracted battles between the conf
flicting ideologies and interests of 
both sides. This would not have 
been possible had not the represent
atives of the United States fought 

tenaciously and articulately on be
half of the free enterprise system 
and its benefits for the world com
munity as a whole." 5 

The very fact that such a public figure (a 
cabinet member in several administrations, 
a leading American corporate lawyer and 
a Harvard academic) labels the treaty as 
defending "the free enterprise system" is 
an indicator that U S decision-makers can 
certainly accommodate themselves to the 
treaty. 

A final segment of the treaty's protag
onists is to be found among the oil cor

poration members of the seabed consor
tia, inasmuch as the treaty also guarantees 
the right of a nation_ to exploit offshore 
natural gas and oil resources within a two
hundred mile limit as well as free passage 
of the world's oil through the ocean's 
straits. As a spokesman of Royal Dutch 
Shell (which is a partner of the Ocean 
Minerals Consortium) puts it: "The treaty 
is probably the best that can be achieved". 
Of vital importance in this perspective, he 
went on to add, is that "our company 
would not go ahead with the huge invest
ment without an international decision."6 

The revisionists 

The second group, which has opted for 
the treaty's revision, consists primarily of 
the Reagan administration in conjunction 
with certain of the non-oil corporate in

terests in the consortia. Emboldened by 
the Reagan victory and the shift in the 
U S political spectrum, state and corpor
ate spokesmen forcefully articulated the 

. treaty's provisions which they considered 
were conceding too much. Some of the 
major provisions that are now under revi
sionist onslaught were recently spelled 
out by the leading U S Law of the Sea 
representative which, in many cases, dis
torts the purpose of the treaty: 7 

• the draft convention would establish a
supranational mining company ( the Enter
prise) which would benefit from signifi
cant discriminatory advantages relative to
companies of industrialized countries;
• through technology transfer provisions,
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the draft convention makes mandatory 

the sale of proprietary information and 

technology to developing countries, now 

largely in U S hands; 
• it limits the annual output of seabed

nodules as well as the amount which any
single company can mine. In so doing, it
could discourage potential investors,

thereby creating artificial scarcities;

• it creates a one nation, one vote, inter
national organization which is governed
by an assembly and a 36 member Execu
tive Council. In the Council, the USSR
and its allies have three guaranteed seats,
while the U S  must compete with its allies
for any representation;
• it imposes revenue sharing obligations
on seabed mining corporations which
would significantly augment seabed min

ing costs;
• it contains provisions concerning libera

tion movements, like the PLO, and their
eligibility to obtain a share of the reve
nues of the seabed authority;

• it lacks any provisions for protecting
investments made prior to the treaty

coming in to being. _
It is not surprising that this commenta

ry reads like mining company grievances 

since, as The Economist reminds us: 
"the new American team at the 

United Nations conference on the 

Law of the Sea includes men associ
ated with some of these mining 

companies, which have lately been 

lobbying hard in Congress as well as 

in the Reagan administration" 8• 

Although at first sight these revisions 

may appear formidable, in reality the 
mining interests promoting them also re
cognize that an unyielding position could 

lead to their own undoing. Sooner or lat
er - but inexorably - there will be inter
national regulation of the sea and on this 
point there appears to be corporate con
sensus. Further, they require this treaty, 
albeit in modified form, to guarantee the 

political security that would compensate 
the massive risks and investment outlays 

involved. 
To buttress their bargaining stance, se-
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nior state officials and representatives of 

mining consortia from eight developed 

countries endowed with the requisite 

mining technology have been meeting in 
non-publicized sittings to hammer out a 

common position. Designated "the like

minded group", they are attempting to 

coordinate national legislation that would, 

in the absence of a sea treaty, authorize 
corporations from these countries to be
gin operations on the seabed as early as 

1988. 

The rejectionists 

There is yet another current of thought 

which rejects entirely any unified ap
proach toward an all-encompassing inter
national Law of the Sea. This view is clear

ly exemplified in The Wall Street Journa/9 

which contends that both the concept 

and the principle of the treaty are deeply 

flawed and hence unacceptable. The phil

osophical roots of the rejectionist front 

have been no less clearly spelled by the 
Republican Mr. William Safire, writing in 

The New York Times: 

"The United States should stand 
for competition and against collec

tivization; for equal opportunity to 
gain wealth and against forced re
distribution of wealth; for freedom 
of the seas from the surface to the 
bottom; and against supemational 
taxation on anybody's exploration 
of the unknown." 10 

While such pristine exhortations to eco
nomic liberalism are the common rhetor
ical refrain of global corporate capital, it 
would appear that they reflect the specif

ic sentiments of certain corporate group
ings whose operations are unrelated to 

the seabed. Thus, while the rejectionist 

front represents an important ideological 

current, it is peripheral to future negotia
tions on the Law of the Sea. 

The wider strategy 

These divergent ideological currents have 
emerged as a result of the Reagan admin

istration's strategy. Of these three groups, 

the revisionist current has acquired prom
inence due to the meshing of big mining 
capital's aspirations with those of the cur
rent US administration. From all indica
tions, it would appear that the revisionist 
approach has been widely accepted, with 
certain nuances, by other Western and 
Japanese corporate/state interests. The 
upshot is that the renegotiation of the 
Law of the Sea treaty will undoubtedly 

confer even more lucrative benefits on 
TNCs involved in seabed exploitation. 

As some of the OECD countries' larger 

strategies unfold, there are indices that 
their seabed minerals policies are being 

coordinated with land-based minerals pol
icies, which involve a rapprochement with 

mineral-rich South Africa. Once again, 
not fortuitously, the biggest beneficiaries 

can be expected to be the mammoth min

ing corporations. 
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